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Compact, Colorful Tripods 
Review by Michael Corsentino 

24" Display for Graphics Professionals 
Review by Daniel M. East

MEFOTO ROADTRIP 
TRAVEL TRIPOD KIT   

NEC MULTISYNC PA242W-BK   

When it comes to traveling with tripods, you de� nitely want to 

choose one carefully because the wrong decision can end up 

feeling like a ball and chain, leaving your back screaming for 

mercy. You need to straddle the line between those must-have 

features and � nding a product that delivers them without unnec-

essary weight. The MeFOTO RoadTrip Travel Tripod Kits meet 

those criteria. 

A handsome marriage of form and function, these Road-

Trip kits are lightweight, full-featured, and available in alumi-

num in eight cool, contemporary colors. They’re also available 

in carbon fiber, but only in two colors—titanium and black. 

Aluminum models weigh 3.6 lbs and carbon fiber only 3.1 

lbs. These tripods support up to an impressive 17.6 lbs—that’s 

more than four times their own body weight. No slouch in 

the height department either, the RoadTrip has all the bases 

covered with minimum and maximum extensions of 15.4" and 

61.6", respectively. 

A smart twist-lock, folding-leg design allows the RoadTrip to 

pack down to a very compact 15.4", a quarter of its extended size, 

One of the most important hardware items for photo and graph-

ics professionals is an accurate, excellent display. As the technolo-

gies improve and the products come down in price, it’s easier 

than ever to have a stunning, quality monitor to help ensure 

that your color, clarity, and density match your output online, in 

print, or for commercial products. Enter the new NEC MultiSync 

PA242W-BK, a relatively midsize and midprice offering in NEC’s 

extensive selection of displays. 

With its 1920x1200 resolution, this 24" AH-IPS 10-bit LCD 

screen provides you with enough brightness and contrast options 

to be accurate with anything from photos to videos to graphic 

design. It’s worth mentioning that NEC includes a wide variety of 

connectivity options for nearly any type of input. Especially nice is 

that fact that each of those cables is included. 

Even after a few days of use, the display requires a bit of � nesse 

to calibrate up to its potential. Clearly, the PA242W-BK is capable 

of outstanding image quality; however, to make that possible, it’s 

essential that you take the time to adjust brightness and contrast 

for your work environment with a proper calibration tool. Unfortu-

nately, NEC’s SpectraView calibration software/hardware combina-

making it easy to � t into a backpack, overhead compartment, or 

its included shoulder-strap case. Shooting in cramped spaces, on 

irregular surfaces, or at ground level can all be handled with ease 

via the RoadTrip Travel Tripod’s independent, dual-locking leg posi-

tions. The tripod can also be converted in seconds (without tools) 

into a full-size monopod. 

The Kits include a Precision Matched Q Series Ballhead equip-

ped with 360º panning; separate head and pan lock; inte grated 

bubble level; Arca-Swiss-style quick-release plate; and recessed 

center-column hook. 

Smartly designed, lightweight, compact, and with all the must-

have features you want, MeFOTO RoadTrip Travel Tripod Kits are 

real winners at home or on the road. ■

tion isn’t compatible with Mac OS X 10.9 Mavericks (as of this 

writing). Using a Spyder Elite did very well, but required that the 

brightness level be approximately 15% higher for best results. 

Another nice feature is the inclusion of a built-in USB hub with 

DisplaySync Pro, allowing the control of two computers with one 

keyboard and mouse. Add to that the rotating positioning, Picture-

in-Picture abilities, and even more viewing options and you have 

a whole lot of value at the $1,000 price range from a professional-

quality, � rst-class display. ■

Company: NEC Price: $1,049 

Web: www.necdisplay.com Rating: ◆◆◆◆

 Hot: Screen clarity; viewing angles; broad-spectrum color 

 Not: Calibration

Company: MeFOTO Price: $189 (aluminum); $329 (carbon � ber) 

Web: www.mefoto.com  Rating: ◆◆◆◆◆

 Hot: Compact; lightweight; full-featured ballhead; snazzy colors 

 Not: 
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